Recreation and Public Services (Playfields/Blacktop)
Summary
The 50% reduction of the playfields (from 160,000 sf to 78,000 sf) and
56% reduction of the blacktop (from 49,000 sf to 21,500 sf) will have a
significant negative impact on the environment by aﬀecting the
community, community resources, and community parks. The community
is already bereft of adequate parks and play areas by any measure, as
recognized in the Torrey Pines Community Plan.
Statements in the MND, suggesting a public lockout from the fields,
compounds the foreseeable negative impact. Additionally, construction
documents filed with the Division of State Architect say the new school
has substantial excess student capacity, renewing public concerns over
closure of Del Mar Hills, which would cause further shortages of field
space and parks and have additional significant adverse impacts on the
community, community resources, and community parks.

CEQA framework
If a lead agency (DMUSD) is presented with a fair argument that a project
may have a significant eﬀect on the environment (in this section,
environment means parks, playfields, blacktop, need for replacement
or expanded recreational facilities8), the lead agency shall prepare an
EIR even though it may also be presented with other substantial evidence
that the project will not have a significant eﬀect. Guidelines 15064(f)(1).

The Community Environment - Public Recreational Facilities
in Greater Del Mar
There are zero publicly owned parks in the Del Mar Heights area, so the
community uses the Heights and Hills school fields as its acting public
parks. This has been true for half a century or more. Generations of
residents and their children have used, and continue to use, the Heights’
school fields and hardcourts to raise their kids – the first bike ride, kites,
soccer, little league, basketball, family picnics, rockets, races, tag, gaga,
wall tennis, flag football, track and field, tetherball, stargazing, flashlight
walks for “critters”, etc. It is grossly misleading that the MND only
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identifies “baseball” and “soccer” as community activities and gives no
recognition to the reality that on nearly every day of the year - rain or
shine, during sunlight and often darkness - someone from the community
is using the fields and courts.
The large size of the contiguous fields and blacktops is needed to allow
multiple activities to take place at one time. For example, we ourselves
have seen a baseball game taking place on one field while community
dads use another for flag football practice, while children use the
remaining open field space for the type of unstructured play that is the
cornerstone of childhood development. And at the same time there might
be an impromptu basketball practice on the western basketball courts, a
lone boy playing gaga, and two girls hitting a tennis ball against the large
green wall to the east.
The shortfall of local public park space extends beyond the Heights area
to all of Greater Del Mar (the Heights and Hills areas, which are part of San
Diego, plus the City of Del Mar proper).

The two graphics show the total square footage of playfields and courts
available in Greater Del Mar today.9 The existing Heights fields and
blacktop each account for more than half of the total!
Del Mar Heights, an area within the City of San Diego, is governed by The
Torrey Pines Community Plan (“Plan”). The Plan openly admits to the
extraordinary deficit of community parks and fields and recognizes that as
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a fundamental community problem: “The Torrey Pines community
planning area is short 15.30 acres of usable park property.”10 Pages of the
Plan are devoted to trying to solve the problem by finding more public
playfields and play space.
The Plan recognizes the actual use of the Heights and Hills as community
facilities in this map excerpt from page 90 (we added yellow highlight).

Recognizing the centrality of the fields and courts at Del Mar Heights and
Hills to community health, the Plan repeats time and again the imperative
to pursue legally binding “joint use agreements with the elementary
schools,” meaning a document executed with DMUSD that would tie a
legally binding knot around the actual use the community has enjoyed over
the last half century to make it legally guaranteed for the future. This has
never been done.
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The New School Design - Fields down 50%; blacktop down
56%

The last five months have been filled with community outcry against the
50% field11 and 56% blacktop12 shrinkage that would leave the Heights’
with the district’s smallest fields and blacktop.13 Big mistakes by DMUSD
on field and green space measurements - tens of thousands of square feet
of shady errors, time and again, even today - have been exposed.14 Public
questions about the blacktop silently shrinking 56% have gone
unanswered.15 The board and district leadership have been sent
innumerable emails. DMUSD board meetings have overflowed into the
hallways with critics waiting to speak, and local concerns have poured out
in published letters16, news stories and TV17 , and on hundreds of
community yard signs protesting the reduction in fields. Play Outside Del
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Mar’s email updates have been opened by people 20,000 times, hopeful
that our community can save the field of dreams for the kids of today and
tomorrow.
Against this backdrop of community concern, the MND buries its head in
the sand. No square footage numbers are even put forth for the field or the
blacktop. The only mention of the field size is that it will be “smaller.” The
blacktop gets zero airplay. And while there is an admission that overall the
recreational play space will decrease by 41,643 sf, that number is pulled
from thin air without any justification or explanation from where it came or
what it represents. Given the history, it cannot be taken seriously against
detailed, open, verified measurements that we have cited in the endnotes.
In a single paragraph, the MND claims “no significant impact would occur”
with little more than a wave of the hand. Mind you, this is not an EIR where
a judgment is reached after study, after assessment of alternatives, after
weighing public input, after weighing the evidence of pros and cons. No,
this is an MND, where “no significant impact” says the district has
concluded that not even a fair argument can be raised that it could possibly
have a substantial impact - in other words, it’s such a slam dunk on the
facts that its not worth the bother of studying it in an EIR.
The MND attempts to justify this extraordinary shortcut with substitutions a granite path, a baseball field allegedly to be built on some other field in
some other community (that would just displace some other sport, not
solving anything), a small play area in front of the school with play
structures, and a stretched argument that amounts to little more than a
statement that “what’s leftover is a big enough field for baseball for the little
kids.” As for the blacktop, no argument is even attempted - even though
500 kids will now have less blacktop than just grades 4-6 used to have.
It defies logic that an environmental consultant can reach a conclusion that
these substitutions are adequate for the community and that “no fair
argument” can be made otherwise, when the community itself has been up
in arms for five months saying the opposite - in signs, articles, board
protests, emails, TV interviews, and more. The dots are not connecting.18
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No survey of community views was undertaken, no unbiased analysis of
community field use, alternative facilities analysis, expected patterns of
change in response to the dramatic facilities reductions, nothing. Just an
opinion from someone outside the community, with no historical
perspective or personal observation of the facts, bulling through the
majority to reach the desired result.
The MND arguments are meritless, but more importantly miss the mark
because they don’t address the right question - what’s going to be the
impact on the Heights’ community and its resources, and what’s going to be
the impact on Greater Del Mar?

What’s the Impact on the Community?
There are four things to consider:
1. Impact from Heights’ shrinkage;
2. Whether a Heights’ public lockout is on the horizon;
3. Whether Del Mar Hills will soon be closed with those
students absorbed into the new Heights’ facility (which has
excess capacity of nearly 200); and
4. Where that would leave the Heights’ community on
community recreational facilities

Impact from Heights’ shrinkage - fields and blacktop
The 160,000 square foot field has been one of two Del Mar Heights’
community parks for over 50 years starting with the two baseball fields
installed in 1970 with citizen funds.19 The 50 percent reduction of the field
- from 160,000 sf to 78,000 sf - is taking away a vital recreation area for
the Del Mar/Carmel Valley community.
Multi-use play will no longer be possible. Only one soccer field for 12
year olds can be accommodated, or instead - but not at the same time a baseball game for 5 year olds. Ironically, we already have community
baseball fields for 5 year olds at Del Mar Hills Academy (0.8 miles away).
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The two current Heights’ baseball fields, on the other hand, accommodate
5-12 year olds on one field and ages 5 -adults on the other. There are very
few age 5-adult fields in the Del Mar/Carmel Valley area now - none west
of the Interstate - and eliminating this field that was created with citizen
funds will be significant.
We have not even accounted for the additional field space shrinkage that
will result from the unusable bio-retention areas on the proposed field as
shown in the construction plans.
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There is a general shortage of grass fields in Del Mar/Carmel Valley. In
winter, many sports teams are simply unable to practice because there
aren’t enough fields and blacktop for children and adult teams during
daylight hours. The pie chart shows this will only worsen with reduction of
the Heights fields and blacktop by more than half each.

In addition, the California Department of Education’s Guide to School Site
Analysis and Development20, states that a school the population of Del
Mar Heights needs 142,560 square feet of field space to meet their
minimum field requirements for education.21
Children and people of all ages need recreational space to exercise. In the
U.S., obesity is projected to increase to nearly 50 percent of the
population by 2030, and obesity increases diabetes and other health
issues. Schools have a responsibility to take the whole child and the
community needs into account when thinking about how their school site
will impact the children outside of 6.5 hours, 180 days a year. Now more
than ever, kids need free roaming space for vigilant exercise, not
fragmented areas that restrict movement and free play.
The school district is also reducing the hardtop play areas from 49,000 sf
to 21,500 sf. This is yet a further reduction from the original hardtop play
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area of 60,000 - much of which was already erased due to 12 portables
being placed on the blacktop.22 The Department of Education minimum
requirement for blacktop for a school with the Heights’ population is
50,000 sf.23
The school district is proposing to increase the square footage of the
school by 27.5% percent from the current size (including the portables) yet
they say they are not increasing the school population.
The square footage increase is not required to serve educational needs.
The California Department of Education (DOE) says that 73 square feet per
pupil is the minimum requirement for classes of 24 students; thus a
building of 36,792 square feet meets the Department of Education’s
minimum requirements for 504 children. The proposed size of 66,823
square feet is 82% larger than the minimums, at the cost of reducing the
field and hardtop areas to roughly half of DOE minimums. Ironically, the
classrooms themselves have not been enlarged at all, and there is one
classroom less than before.24

Will the public be locked out?
There is a cryptic but alarming note in the MND under 3.15 Public Services
d) Parks: “Additionally, the reconfiguration of the site would improve
student safety by separating public and school uses.” (our emphasis)
Currently the public only has access to the school field and hardtop areas
to use for recreation during non-school hours, so this sentence about
“separation” at first glance makes no sense - there’s already separation.
But discussions with DMUSD and their unwillingness to enter into joint use
agreements with the City of San Diego to guarantee public access legally
make us wonder - is the plan to build the smaller field, and then lock the
public out later, claiming “we gave you the park in the front of the school?”
We have learned the hard way to focus on what is done, rather than on
promises of what will be done.
More information is needed by the public regarding this statement
because there is nothing that will prevent the school district from locking
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the gates and shutting the public oﬀ of the school site that is behind
secured gates should they desire to do so. Now is the time to get an
answer, because the MND statement gives the impression that Del Mar/
Carmel Valley may in fact be losing the entirety of the playing field and
hardtop area closed oﬀ to the public during non-school hours, which
would be additional significant impact.

Will Del Mar Hills be closed?
The MND says the new “school capacity” is 504 and its analysis of every
issue relies on that foundational fact.
But the DMUSD construction plans on file with the Division of State
Architect say student capacity 673. They give no alternative number, no
mention of 504.

Our best interpretation of this discrepancy is that the MND means
“expected student population” when it says “student capacity” and that the
construction plans actually mean “student capacity” of the buildings when
they say “student capacity.”25
Using this reasonable interpretation means the school as built can handle
673 students if someone wants to put them there. Considering the average
student population at the Heights over the last decade has been 460
students, it does give some credence to those who lay claim to the
argument the Hills will soon be closed.
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Where does it leave the Heights Community?
Standing alone, the 50%+ reduction in fields and blacktop at the Heights
creates a significant impact on the community and community parks and
other recreational resources that deserves study in a full EIR. An EIR is
legally required to be thorough and to consider and respond to community
input and comments. Alternatives would have to be considered and
evaluated for feasibility and reduction of negative impact on the community.
The numbers suggest Hills’ closure is a foreseeable consequence of the
Heights’ rebuild, which means loss of fields at both the Heights and the
Hills - a double whammy for the community. If that happens, then the total
community fields in Greater Del Mar will be 40,000 sf at Del Mar Shores
(which is largely dog park, unusable by kids) and 10,000 sf of blacktop at
Del Mar Shores. All the more reason for an EIR.
Statements in the MND warn of a lockout and an EIR would also dig into an
alternative of a joint use agreement with the City of San Diego that would
guarantee public access for the community.
All foreseeable consequences should be studied in an environmental
impact review so that the community understands the true, full impact of
the Heights’ rebuild, which will be with us for decades.
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